
Control Work 

1. Choose the best options to complete the sentences. 

1. Food must be heated to a high temperature to kill harmful _______. 

 A modeculate      B cell       C bacteria        D meteorite 

2. A device for playing a digitally encoded audio on an optical disk is a 

_______. 

A printer         B keyboard        C Phone      D CD player  

3. Someone who dislikes new technology, especially computers is a 

______. 

A engineer   B technophobe    C computer geek   D programmer 

4. I don’t suppose _____ is better than a real smile or a real hug _____. 

A comment     B cooker      C emoticon      D fraud 

5. _____ pleasant surprise! 

A What      B What a       C How       D Such a 

6. The computer _____ I bought last week is already broken. 

A which    B when    C who    D whom 

7. I will not talk to him _____ he apologizes for what he did. 

A until         B while      C because      D although 

2. Choose the suitable prefix or suffix correct words. 

1. I think that is highly _____ thing to do. (moral) 

2. Rain is ____ today. The skies are very clear. (likely) 

3. The ____ of the mountain is about 2000 meters. (high) 

4. I could never live in Saudi Arabia because of the _____. (hot) 

5. Don’t touch that snake. It’s extremely _____. ( poison) 



6. The government committed itself to developing _____ sources of 

energy. (new) 

7. This part of the country is made up of a landscape of great _____.        

( beautiful) 

8. I would like to live in a ______ house. (wood) 

3. Write a letter of complaint to the environment officer in your area 

telling about the garbage problems in your neighborhood and include the 

information about : 

- What is causing the problem;  

-  Why it is bothering you ; 

- Suggest a solution to rectify the problem.  

 

    


